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a b s t r a c t 

Ethernet is the prevalent link layer mechanism in data communication networks. Today, it is used in 

enterprise and home networks, data center networks, telecommunication networks, and in various in- 

dustrial deployments. In addition, more and more hosts are becoming mobile, connecting to Ethernet 

networks via Wi-Fi, or through virtualization solutions in data centers. Unfortunately, the Ethernet pro- 

tocol suite itself has no generic support for host mobility. 

In this paper, we evaluate the effects of host mobility in Ethernet networks using real-time emulation. 

We compare routing bridges, an IETF-driven Ethernet frame forwarding protocol, with our DBridges de- 

sign. DBridges is an evolution of the routing bridges standard, integrating a one-hop Distributed Hash 

Tables (DHT) scheme into the protocol. Our solution offers improved scalability characteristics in Ether- 

net networks, as well as enhanced support for host mobility. 

Our evaluation shows that while host mobility without any explicit signaling will remain a best-effort 

service in Ethernet networks, we can significantly improve its efficiency and reliability in certain use 

cases, while providing improved scalability and safety properties. We also show that while the host mo- 

bility support in DBridges suffers from transient forwarding loops, the problem is exceedingly rare in real 

networks and is mitigated by the base functionality in routing bridges. 

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Ethernet has found its way into most network deployments in

he world. It is the de facto link layer protocol for large-scale data

enters, in home networks to connect various devices to the In-

ernet through a router, and increasingly in access and aggrega-

ion segments of telecommunication networks. Arguably, the most

rominent feature of Ethernet that has driven its adoption is sim-

licity. Each Ethernet device has a unique address that is pre-

onfigured by the manufacturer of the device. This allows the basic

thernet network to function without configuration; each device

an receive messages via the unique Ethernet address, and host lo-

ations are discovered from frames arriving on an interface (e.g., a

witch port). 

Data center networking has emerged as a significant driver for

ired Ethernet development in the recent years. Inside the data

enter, virtualization is commonly used to provide flexible provi-

ion of services and applications to customers. Among other bene-

ts, virtualization as a mechanism allows data center operators to
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ynamically adjust the resource allocation inside the data center,

eading to potential energy savings and resource efficiency [1,2] . A

arge part of the flexibility of virtualization stems from the pos-

ibility to dynamically migrate virtual machines to different parts

e.g., racks) inside the data center. From the perspective of the net-

ork, the live migration [3] of virtual machines often presents itself

s a host mobility event. 

Conventional 802.3-based Ethernet does not mandate any ex-

licit signaling when a host changes its location; i.e., it allows

osts to be silent. Without an explicit handover procedure, the net-

ork will not be able to deliver frames to the mobile host until it

as been active in the new location. While standard Ethernet does

ot have any explicit signaling when a host attaches or detaches

rom a network, supplemental protocols, such as 802.1X [4] or

n many cases the 802.11 wireless Ethernet protocol family can

e used to monitor the connection state of Ethernet devices. In

he case of virtualization, the live migration process typically ends

ith an Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) announcement sent to

he network to update the location information (i.e., MAC learning

ables) in the Ethernet switches. 

This paper evaluates and compares two different methods for

upporting host mobility in Ethernet networks directly on the link

ayer. Our effort s concentrate on evaluating link-layer behavior that
nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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in the Ethernet family of protocols as a whole, scoping out the

mobility management protocols typically in use with wireless de-

vices (e.g., MobileIP [5,6] , Inter-Access Point Protocol (IAPP) [7] ,

and many IEEE ratified wireless standards [8,9] ), or protocols de-

signed for media-independent handovers [10] . Consequently, host

mobility support in wired Ethernet networks can be described on

a high level as a method for updating the location of the mobile

host (e.g., host MAC address) on switches in the network. To em-

ulate host link-layer behavior consistent with real-world scenarios,

we use data collected from wireless devices to implement a mo-

bility model for the evaluation. 

Conventional Ethernet switching uses passive location informa-

tion updates to support host mobility in the network, i.e., each Eth-

ernet frame emitted in the network updates the location of the

host in switches without any explicit signaling. The passive up-

dating scheme is directly integrated into the base protocol opera-

tion of all Ethernet switches and offers flexible updates of location

information in the network. However, as pointed out in the liter-

ature [11–14] and practical use cases, conventional Ethernet net-

works have significant scaling issues that limit the number of ac-

tive hosts and the overall throughput of the network. 

Active location information update mechanisms have been pro-

posed in the past by various research papers and industry effort s.

Active location updates, signaled through an external mechanism,

are generally used to either eliminate or minimize the flooding be-

havior in Ethernet networks used by frame forwarding and higher

layer address resolution (e.g., ARP). The active location information

update mechanism can also be used to support mobility in the net-

work by signaling location updates to switches in the network in-

stead of learning the location of hosts passively from forwarded

frames. 

Our previous work [15] introduced DBridges, a design that

merges the one-hop Distributed Hash Table (DHT) scheme from

SEATTLE [16] with the IETF routing bridges standard [17] , and eval-

uated our design with static hosts. In this paper, we identify prob-

lem areas in our original design when the network contains a sig-

nificant amount of host mobility. We also present an evolution of

the original DBridges design that significantly improves the behav-

ior of the system in networks with high degree of host mobility.

Finally, we also evaluate our new system design in relation to the

signaling characteristics of host mobility on the Ethernet link-layer

by analyzing network behavior from several perspectives: 

• The continuous signaling load in the network during mobility

events, 

• the effect and overhead of host mobility on the signaling, 

• the effect of host mobility on overall path length of frames, 

• the length of convergence periods in the network, and 

• the connection interruptions on the host application layer. 

The evaluation is performed on a network topology that resem-

bles a wireless access network. Our evaluation results show that in

many cases, DBridges significantly improve the efficiency and relia-

bility of the signaling in Ethernet networks with mobile hosts. Fur-

thermore, we show that in worst case situations, our solution per-

forms similarly with conventional Ethernet networking while si-

multaneously reducing the signaling traffic in the network. We also

describe a forwarding loop problem in the SEATTLE DHT scheme

and show how the problem is exceedingly rare in real networks

and mitigated by our choice of routing bridges as the base system.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 cov-

ers some of the work done on Ethernet mobility and gives a brief

overview of the various designs that support Ethernet mobility.

Section 3 covers the functionality of Ethernet networks in relation

to host mobility and introduces the passive and active location in-

formation update mechanisms in more detail. Next, Section 4 de-

scribes routing bridges, the Ethernet frame forwarding protocol
sed as a foundation for our design. We will also discuss the func-

ionality and issues with host mobility in terms of routing bridges.

ection 5 introduces host mobility support in DBridges and gives a

igh-level overview of the DHT scheme. We also discuss some of

he inherent problems with the active location information update

echanism. Sections 6 and 7 include our evaluation, starting with

n overview of our evaluation setup and environment, followed

y a discussion of our results. Finally, Section 8 concludes the

aper. 

. Related work 

There have been several proposals for solving scalability in Eth-

rnet networks where a part of the problem set is host mobility.

ost of the other work includes host mobility as one of the re-

uirements for the system. The primary motivator for the require-

ent is the prevalent use of virtualization, and as a consequence,

he live migration of virtual machines. However, the majority of

he work concentrates on evaluating other issues with Ethernet,

uch as bandwidth, fault tolerance, security, cost-efficiency, and

egment size (both in terms of number of active hosts, and num-

er of switches). The following section discusses different domains,

here Ethernet link-layer mechanisms are typically involved in the

ost mobility solution of the network. 

In addition, the increase in cloud computing has brought Soft-

are Defined Networking (SDN)-based network architectures to

he academic forefront, and shifted focus away from a tradi-

ional distributed network architectures such as various link-state

rotocol-based approaches (including DBridges). Recently, Network

unction Virtualization (NFV) [18] has gained traction due to its

romise of increased elasticity in the network. As a consequence

 significant body of recent work has been published on the re-

earch problems surrounding NFV. In this context, mobility is of-

en treated as a higher level construct (e.g., migration of virtual

etwork functions) than what is discussed in this paper (e.g., the

ink-layer signaling effects of host mobility events). 

In contrast, we concentrate on evaluating the effects of host

obility on our solution and compare it to a conventional Eth-

rnet solution (i.e., routing bridges). To our knowledge, our eval-

ation represents one of the first in-depth studies of the network

ffect of mobility in Ethernet networks. Consequently, our related

ork goes over proposals that deal with host mobility in Ether-

et networks, however relatively few actually evaluate the effect

f mobility. The majority of the mobility management research

hat considers experimental evaluation is done in the domain of

ireless Ethernet, and as such is not directly comparable to our

ork. 

Using Ethernet as part of the mobility solution in the context of

elecommunications networks has been proposed in the past. Mo-

ile Ethernet [19] offers either a centralized or a fully distributed

ost location information storage in a hierarchical ring-like topol-

gy. The hierarchical constraint is used to reduce the amount of

onventional MAC learning done in the network and to segment

he network around a ring-like core network. Mobile Ethernet eval-

ates the overhead of two different frame forwarding schemes

n terms of generated traffic concentrated on the core network

witches. However no evaluation of other scaling characteristics is

one. 

Recently, there has been significant academic activity surround-

ng the forthcoming 5G family of cellular data communication

tandards. One of the key research topics in 5G standardization is

o improve the elasticity and efficiency of the telecommunications

etwork architecture. The presented works typically offer benefits

hrough NFV-based solutions, or by simplifying the user data and

ontrol planes. Ameigeiras et al. [20] propose a two-layer approach

o solve the mobility-related inefficiencies in the evolved packet
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ore. They use link-layer mobility (through encapsulation or frame

ewriting on the edges of the network) on the access network, and

witch to Mobile IP-based solutions on the regional level. The man-

gement is driven by a logically centralized, SDN-based controller.

anik et al. [21] expand on our prior work [22] by replacing our

Bridges-based proposal for mobility management with an SDN-

rchestrated system using MPLS encapsulation. 

Mobility management for fast-moving vehicles [23] in Spanning

ree Protocol (STP) based Ethernet networks has also been evalu-

ted in the past. The paper proposes to build VLAN-based tunnels

n the network to perform a seamless handover between access

outers on the edges. Two separate schemes are proposed. First,

anagement-driven tunnel creation, and second, a signaling-based

olution where the mobile access points initiate tunnel creation

pon attachment. The evaluation concentrates on a hybrid solution

here the management-based solution is used for the “top half”

f the STP network and the signaling-based solution is used in the

ower half. The paper evaluates tunnel setup times for different-

ized topologies and packet losses in the network with different

umbers of access (edge) switches. 

There are several proposed solutions that use a form of dis-

ributed storage to offer host mobility support in the network.

he SEATTLE project [16] uses one-hop DHT to eliminate flood-

ng from the network and to support host location changes effi-

iently in the network. The solution is distributed and there is no

ogically centralized components, which also is our main inspira-

ion on DBridges. Next, SPAIN [24] uses “chirping” to disseminate

ost location information in the network when a host changes lo-

ation. Chirping, in combination with host location changes, broad-

asts the new location of the host throughout the network, cre-

ting an immediate up-to-date state in the whole network at the

ost of increased bandwidth. Finally, Smartbridges [25] use a form

f diffusing computations when a host changes location to update

he whole network with the new host location. All of the fore-

entioned solutions in the worst case store all host location in-

ormation on all switches in the network. However, SEATTLE only

equires the information in an all-to-all communication pattern,

hile the other two solutions spread the information as a part of

he location updates. 

There are also a number of centralized solutions proposed

o improve host mobility support in Ethernet networks. Both

ANE [26] and its successor, Ethane [27] , offer strict security-

riven network architecture for Ethernets that also offers host mo-

ility support. VL2 [28] implements an overlay network on top

f IP that assigns location-independent addresses to hosts. As a

art of the system, it also provides a centralized hierarchical in-

ormation storage that is used to resolve location-independent

ddresses to the underlying IP network addresses. This allows

L2 to support host mobility, as the location independent ad-

ressing allows hosts to retain their IP address while they move

n the network. PAST [13] uses a logically centralized controller

e.g., OpenFlow [29] ) to orchestrate efficient routing of packets

n the network, based on the destination Ethernet address, and

 VLAN tag. Host mobility in PAST networks triggers a recompu-

ation of the forwarding tree for that destination address, VLAN

uple that is then installed into the network, and the old path

s torn down. Fang et al. [30] propose a hierarchical label-based

orwarding architecture, where seamless host mobility is sup-

orted through signaling mechanisms similar to DBridges (e.g.,

nform old location of the new attachment point of a mobile

ost). Shadow MACs [31] uses per-flow MAC address rewriting

n the edges of the network to provide efficient frame forward-

ng directly on the Ethernet link-layer. The MAC address rewrit-

ng can also be used to provide seamless host mobility that

chieves per-packet consistency, however the processing overhead

ay be prohibitively high if the mobile hosts exhibit a large
umber of concurrent flows or their mobility behavior is highly

ynamic. 

. Host mobility in Ethernet 

Host mobility support in Ethernet networks is incorporated into

he base protocol operation, i.e., MAC learning tables and port-

ased forwarding of frames. In this section, we go over some of

he details of Ethernet networks relating to host mobility, describe

ome of its challenges, and present the high-level details of an ac-

ive location information update scheme. 

.1. Ethernet frame forwarding 

In the Ethernet network, switches are responsible for forward-

ng Ethernet frames throughout the network. Each switch contains

 lookup table that records the source Ethernet address and switch

ort number from each incoming Ethernet frame. Frame forward-

ng is based on this information; if the Ethernet address of a previ-

usly recorded entry matches the destination address in the frame,

t is forwarded to the port indicated in the lookup table. If there is

o entry for the address, the frame is broadcast from all ports in

he switch, except the incoming port. This latter provision guaran-

ees that even silent hosts can receive frames in an Ethernet net-

ork, since the flooding will deliver the frame to every link. It is

lso the basis for the “plug and play” behavior of Ethernet devices.

.2. Host mobility support challenges 

The basic frame forwarding method in Ethernet switches is

oorly suited for networks where the hosts are mobile. There are

wo reasons for this. First, after a host has attached to another

witch in the network, the host must emit a frame to update the

AC learning tables in the network. Until the host emits some-

hing on the link, all Ethernet frames destined to the mobile host

re still forwarded to the old switch, where they are blackholed.

his issue is partly mitigated by upper layer protocols (e.g., DHCP)

hat are activated when the link on the host comes up, or by an ex-

licit operating system configuration that emits an ARP announce-

ent when it detects that the link has become active. Unless ex-

ernal protocols or host modifications are used, this issue cannot

e fully resolved by network design changes. 

The second issue is that the location information of the mobile

ost is passively updated by emitted Ethernet frames rather than

he mobility event. Consequently, the location updates are fully de-

endent on the frames traversing the network, as the frame types

ictate the set of updated switches. Unicast frames will update the

witches on the path taken by the frame. Multicast and broadcast

rames typically update a large subset (or all switches in the net-

ork) as they are delivered to multiple recipients. In the former

ase, only a subset of the switches have an up-to-date informa-

ion for the host and can correctly forward frames from attached

osts to the mobile host. In the latter case, the whole network is

pdated as the frame is flooded throughout the network, and all

osts can continue communicating with the mobile host normally,

ut at the cost of increased traffic and processing overhead. 

In the end, host mobility in Ethernet networks that have no

xplicit signaling for mobile hosts is a best-effort service. Even

n perfect conditions, as there is no handover process for hosts,

rames that are currently destined towards the mobile host, but

rrive before the host has emitted a frame that updates the paths

n the network, are blackholed at the old switch. We can, however,

xamine and evaluate the mechanisms by which different Ether-

et frame forwarding protocols cope with host mobility in the net-

ork. 
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3.3. Active location information updates 

In contrast, location information in switches can also be up-

dated actively. More generally, in an active system there are typ-

ically two sources that can update location information. First, lo-

cation information is explicitly signaled to switches that contain

stale information. Stale information is automatically detected by

other switches in the network if they receive frames for a host

that is no longer attached to one of their ports. Secondly, passive

MAC learning can also be used to learn location information from

frames traversing the network. The active signaling method allows

the host service to continue regardless of the frame types the mo-

bile host emits because switches are responsible for actively prop-

agating the current location of the host to switches that contain

stale information. 

One of the direct problems with active location updates is

the amount of overhead it generates. Active location updates re-

quire a separate signaling scheme on top of the Ethernet network,

which adds traffic to the network and processing overhead on the

switches. The signaling overhead is typically heavily mitigated by

the use of MAC learning tables where location information can be

cached after it has been learned through the active signaling. A

more significant issue in certain use cases may be the change in

how up-to-date location information is propagated in networks.

Active location updates shift the responsibility of timely location

updates to the external signaling system. 

4. Routing bridges 

To solve some of the inherent issues in conventional Ethernet

switches, IETF set out to design a new Ethernet frame forwarding

protocol. The result of the effort is a new protocol called Transpar-

ent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL), and a new type of Eth-

ernet switching device, called a Routing Bridge (RBridge). RBridges

are fully autoconfigurable and retain the Ethernet plug-and-play

nature of hosts. They are also incrementally deployable with STP-

based Ethernet networks. 

In contrast to STP-based solutions, RBridges forward Ethernet

frames using Shortest Path Forwarding (SPF) which is computed

using a modified version of the IS-IS link state protocol [32] . SPF-

based forwarding improves the use of links in the network, and

in many deployments offers shorter average paths in the network.

RBridges use a small additional header, added on the first hop and

removed on the last hop of the network, to convey forwarding in-

formation in the frame as it traverses the network. Additionally,

the header also contains a hop count field to protect the Ethernet

network from broadcast storms. 

Routing bridges primarily use three different sources of infor-

mation to learn the host locations in the network: (1) Native Eth-

ernet frames, i.e., locally attached hosts, (2) TRILL encapsulated

Ethernet frames, i.e., hosts behind remote routing bridges, and

(3) the End-Station Address Distribution Information (ESADI) pro-

tocol. Two mechanisms are inherent to the Ethernet network, and

function identically with conventional STP-like switches. The third

source introduces an optional active signaling mechanism to dis-

seminate host location information in the network. 

Routing bridges associate a “confidence level” for each source

of information. The MAC learning process, and by extension the lo-

cation information management only occurs, when the confidence

level of the learned source is equal or higher than the confidence

level of the current information. By default native Ethernet and

TRILL encapsulated frames use an identical confidence level, while

ESADI-based information is given a significantly higher value. 

RBridges preserve the same functionality relating to host mobil-

ity as conventional Ethernet frame forwarding protocols. RBridges

employ a similar passive location update method for end hosts.
owever, instead of each switch recording the location information

n the MAC learning tables, only the edges of the network (i.e., the

witches involved in encapsulating and decapsulating frames) must

o it. In addition, flooding is still used as the mechanism to deliver

ulti- or unknown destination Ethernet frames in the network. In

ummary, even if RBridges use a completely different forwarding

ethod inside the Ethernet network, the same benefits and issues

hat apply to more conventional frame forwarding protocols apply

o routing bridges. 

.1. End Station Address Distribution Information Protocol 

RBridges have a separate optional protocol to disseminate host

ocation information in the network. The ESADI protocol [33] uses

ulti-destination signaling messages to deliver host location infor-

ation on a virtual LAN basis to other routing bridges in the Eth-

rnet network. 

ESADI can be seen as an active way to propagate host loca-

ion information in the network. However, there is a subtle differ-

nce from the earlier discussion of active location updates. ESADI

ses a proactive method to update the location information in

witches, regardless of whether it is stale or not. Updating in-

ormation proactively simplifies the protocol design. However, it

lso introduces two problems. First, the protocol may generate a

igh amount of wasted signaling in the network if the majority of

he switches participating in the ESADI instance do not need the

ropagated information. Secondly, in networks with highly mobile

osts, the proactive method must compromise between increased

ulticasting and update frequency. 

. DBridges 

DHT Routing Bridges (DBridges) extends the base routing

ridges specification with a one-hop Distributed Hash Table (DHT)

echanism, introduced by the SEATTLE project. The main goal of

he mechanism is to eliminate major sources of flooding from

he network. At the same time, the underlying functionality can

lso be used to implement active location information updates

n the network, thus improving host mobility support in Ether-

et networks without requiring external signaling protocols or host

odifications. To guarantee incremental deployability with routing

ridges and situations where the DHT is unusable, the mechanism

an be complemented with conventional passive location updates. 

.1. Architectural overview 

DBridges build on the foundation of routing bridges to offer ac-

ive location information updates in the network between DBridges

nd support passive location updates simultaneously with routing

ridges. The link state protocol is used to advertise DHT partici-

ation across all switches in the network, which routing bridges

gnore and DBridges use to build a map of participants. As with

outing bridges, DBridges only need location information updates

n switches that have access ports, i.e., ports that have directly at-

ached hosts. The “core” of the network can then consist of either

Bridges or DBridges responsible for storing the information in the

HT. 

The DHT has three functions in the network, two relating to

calability in Ethernet networks and one relating to host mobility

upport. First, the host location information eliminates unknown

estination flooding from the network by forwarding the frames

hrough the switches that store the location information. Secondly,

he DHT is used to store addressing information for hosts. The

ddressing information is used to implement a proxy ARP-like

ystem, where normally broadcast requests are instead redirected

hrough the DHT to the correct switch for resolution. 
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Finally, the location information is also used to implement an

ctive location information update mechanism to improve the re-

iability of host mobility support between DBridges. Furthermore,

he DHT functionality allows switches to update location informa-

ion in a reactive way, i.e., only when it is necessary. This reduces

he signaling overhead that occurs with a more proactive system

such as ESADI) or flooding with passive location updates. 

.2. Distributed Hash Tables 

Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) are the most well-known appli-

ation of Consistent Hashing [34] . Consistent Hashing was first in-

roduced as an efficient method to load balance resource usage in

 distributed system. Since then, the design has been adopted in a

ide variety of systems, ranging from peer-to-peer applications to

istributed storage systems. 

DBridges implement a system where switches in the network

ct as nodes in the DHT. As mentioned earlier, all switches receive

articipation information through the link state protocol that rout-

ng bridges implement. Thus, when the network is in a converged

tate, every switch has a complete view of the DHT. This is in con-

rast to the typical algorithm use [35] , where each node sees only

 subset of the complete view and uses the DHT both as an overlay

etwork to deliver information and as a mechanism to select the

ode where information is stored. Currently, DBridges store two

ypes of information: (1) Location information, containing the MAC

ddress of the host, and the RBridge nickname of the switch it is

ttached to, and (2) layer 3 addressing information, containing the

Pv4 address of the host, and the MAC address of the host. 

This specialization of the algorithm is called a one-hop

HT [36] . The complete view of the switches in a key space al-

ows participants to directly (i.e., by using “one-hop”) index the

orrect switch for a host MAC or IP address. Typically, one-hop

HT systems have lower lookup latency and lookup failure rates

han multi-hop systems, while the lookup table size grows linearly

ith the number of nodes in the system. The scalability require-

ents are not an issue for DBridges, as there are always a practi-

ally finite number of switches in the network. A more extensive

escription of the basic one-hop DHT functionality and its use to

liminate flooding in the Ethernet network can be found in our

revious work [15] . 

.3. Location information update mechanism 

The confidence level-based MAC learning table update mecha-

ism is insufficient in Ethernet networks with host mobility. Since

SADI information in default configuration is more trustworthy

han information derived from incoming native Ethernet frames,

witches will only update the information when it is missing from

AC learning tables. In addition, ESADI in practice only periodi-

ally updates the location information, resulting in extended peri-

ds of service disruption for mobile hosts. DBridges treat all three

ocation information sources to be of equal confidence. This al-

ows DBridges to support host mobility in the network, as all three

ources can update existing entries in the MAC learning table. 

Our design replaces ESADI with a one-hop DHT mechanism that

pdates location information in the network using unicast signal-

ng. We use “DHT signaling” in subsequent discussion to refer to

he unicast frames. However, since the update mechanism is re-

ctive instead of proactive, switches only get updated when they

ontain stale location information for a host in their MAC learn-

ng table. To avoid excessive host service disruption, our reactive

cheme requires that switches use redirection to temporarily for-

ard frames destined to the mobile host through intermediary

witches. 
The use of redirection, in combination with the SPF-based for-

arding algorithm introduces a consistency problem in the MAC

earning table of switches. When information from three different

ources can rearrange itself in the network (e.g., due to frame re-

rdering or processing delays), it is possible that a switch ends up

n a state where the location information for a given host is invalid.

he effect of the invalid information varies in severity, depending

n the interplay of the order of received frames, and the traffic and

obility patterns of the hosts. Typically, two different outcomes

an be observed. More commonly, the redirection temporarily for-

ards frames between two hosts using non-optimal paths, or in

are cases it may create a transient forwarding loop. 

The effect of the first outcome is a temporarily increased la-

ency for forwarded frames between the source and destination

osts. DHT signaling automatically repairs the path in seconds. Ad-

itionally, when the redirected path contains several intermediate

witches or in very large networks, it may lead to service disrup-

ions if the redirected path exceeds the maximum hop count. The

econd case is more severe, causing a localized forwarding loop on

he SPF path between the source and destination DBridges. How-

ver, the hop count in the frames ensure that they are dropped af-

er a finite number of hops. The loop automatically corrects itself

hen the location information in one of the switches is updated,

ither to another invalid state, or the correct state. 

.4. Design changes 

To minimize the probability of invalid state in MAC learning ta-

les, we have modified our initial design. First, we have adjusted

he MAC learning process in DBridges. DBridges always learn loca-

ion information from native Ethernet frames and DHT signaling,

nd conditionally from TRILL encapsulated frames. Location infor-

ation from TRILL encapsulated frames is only learned if the orig-

nating switch was a RBridge (i.e., the Ethernet network uses a mix

f DBridges and RBridges). This change directly reduces the prob-

bility of invalid state in MAC learning tables, because location in-

ormation for the same (mobile) host is no longer learned from

ncoming TRILL encapsulated frames and DHT signaling. 

The rationale for dropping TRILL encapsulated frames as a

ource is based on the observation that a fully deployed DBridge

etwork requires only a native Ethernet frame to trigger the

ocation information management in the one-hop DHT. Subse-

uently, the network-wide location information management can

e achieved using the reactive DHT signaling. In mixed net-

orks, location information relevant to RBridges has to be learned

hrough TRILL encapsulated frames because there is no DHT sig-

aling to learn it from. 

Secondly, we also adjust our DHT signaling and redirection logic

o avoid a potential source of transient loops. If a DBridge receives

 TRILL encapsulated frame originating from a DBridge that is cur-

ently the location of the host in the MAC learning table of the

eceiver, the frame is silently discarded. The rationale here is that

n terms of host mobility, one or both switches contain invalid in-

ormation in the MAC learning table. The receiver chooses the safe

ption that protects the path between the switches from a tran-

ient forwarding loop. 

Finally, we have also implemented an optional feature in the

ignaling logic of DBridges that reduces the number of DHT signal-

ng messages in the network, when the hosts have a high degree of

obility. Deferred DHT signaling causes intermediate DBridges (see

ection 5.6 for redirection chains) to suppress DHT signaling to the

riginator switch. Instead, the destination DBridge signals the cur-

ent location of the host to the originator when it decapsulates and

orwards the native Ethernet frame. Deferred signaling is imple-

ented as an optional feature in DBridges as it breaks data plane

ompatibility with routing bridges. Our evaluation in this paper is
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Fig. 1. Host mobility support overview; dashed lines indicate DHT state repair sig- 

naling; solid lines indicate host frames. 

Fig. 2. Active location information updates in the network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. A redirection chain in DBridge networks; dashed lines indicate DHT-related 

signaling; solid lines indicate user data frames. 
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performed with routing bridges compatible DHT signaling mecha-

nism, i.e., with deferred signaling disabled. 

5.5. Host mobility support 

Fig. 1 presents an example of an active location update mech-

anism in a network with four switches ( DB send , DB srv , DB n , and

DB n −1 ), and two hosts ( sender , and receiver ). DB srv is responsible

for storing the location information of the receiver. After the re-

ceiver attaches itself to DB n and (1) emits an Ethernet frame on

the link (or triggers some other explicit signaling mechanism avail-

able), the switch begins the active location update process in the

network. Using DHT signaling, it informs DB srv of the location of

the receiver (2) . It in turn informs the previous attachment point

of the receiver ( DB n −1 ) of the location information change (3) . Af-

ter this, frames from the sender to the receiver (4) using stale lo-

cation information (destined to DB n −1 ) are (5) redirected to DB n by

DB n −1 . This completes the first phase of the active location update

mechanism in the network. 

Fig. 2 presents the active location update mechanism as a se-

quence of events and discusses the second phase of the process. A

mobility event that attaches the receiver to DB n begins the active

location update mechanism once it sees a signal indicating the at-

tachment. It causes DB n to use DHT signaling to inform the DHT

server of MAC recv that the location has changed. When DB srv re-

ceives the signaling message (1) , it updates the information and

signals the changed information to the previous attachment point

of the receiver. The information is signaled as an “update” opera-

tion to enable frames destined to the receiver to be relayed to its

current location instead of the previous attachment point. 

When the previous attachment point ( DB n −1 ) receives frames

destined to MAC recv , it must redirect the frames towards its current

attachment point. Additionally, it also (2) signals the changed loca-

tion information of the receiver to the originating switch ( DB send ).

Updating stale location information (3) is the second phase of

active location information update mechanism. Once all switches
hat have attached hosts with active flows to the receiver have up-

o-date view of its location, the update process is complete. 

.6. Redirection chains 

The redirection of frames towards the mobile host that begins

ith the DHT server informing the old switch of the new location

f the host will only repair the state in the network in a reactive

ay. In other words, switches that have attached hosts communi-

ating with the mobile host will contain stale location information

ntil it is updated by the DHT signaling mechanism. 

When the mobile host moves again, the DHT server again up-

ates the new location of the mobile host to the old switch, thus

reating a redirection chain in the network. There are now two

witches in the network where the mobile host has been active

ut has moved from. Each time the host moved, the state repair

rocess updated the location in the switch, but the update is only

erformed on the originating switch of the mobile host. 

Thus, elsewhere in the network, there may be a stale switch

hat has not seen frames from the mobile host in its new location

nd considers the host to be still located behind the first switch.

he stale switch will forward frames to the first switch, which will

hen redirect the frames to the second switch which will finally

edirect the frames to the current location of the mobile host, cre-

ting a redirection chain in the network. 

Fig. 3 presents the creation sequence for a redirection chain in

he network. Here, the sender has an open flow to the receiver host,

nd the receiver attaches itself to a number of switches in the net-

ork. Initially, the receiver is attached to switch DB n −2 . Next, it at-

aches to switch DB n −1 which begins a state repair process for the

eceiver in the network. First, the new switch (1) signals a new

ocation information entry to the DHT server DB srv , updating the

ocation information of the receiver, which in turn informs the old

witch ( DB n −2 ) of the location change by issuing a redirect request.

hen, before the sender has sent another frame to the receiver, the

eceiver moves again, attaching itself to DB n . DB n in turn will (2)

egin the state repair process in the network for the receiver. As

 result, the previous location ( DB n −1 ) is now redirecting frames

estined to receiver to DB n , creating a redirection chain (length of

) in the network. 

After the redirect chain has been created, the sender sends a

rame towards the receiver, which is forwarded by the attached

witch ( DB s ) to DB n −2 , because location information is stale in the

witch. Switch DB n −2 in turn (3) forwards the frame using the redi-

ect information towards DB n −1 and additionally sends a location

pdate to DB s , indicating that receiver is found behind DB n −1 . At

B n −1 , (4) the same procedure repeats, resulting in another loca-
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Fig. 4. The EBONE topology; thicker outline nodes act as DHT servers. Link line 

thickness is in relation to link capacity. 
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ion update frame to be sent to DB s , which informs the switch of

he current location of the receiver. 

Depending on the network topology and link congestion, DB s 
5) receives two location updates in rapid succession for receiver . If

he location updates come in order, DB s will use the optimal path

orwarding for frames destined to receiver . If frame reordering oc-

urs, the path will be non-optimal. However, end-host service is

ot disrupted, as the frames are forwarded temporarily through the

edirect chain. The path is updated later when a new location up-

ate frame is sent by the switches involved in the redirection chain

o DB s . 

Redirection chains allow reactive location updates in the net-

ork to function, regardless of the overall traffic or mobility pat-

ern in the network. As long as the mobile host is detectable at the

ewly attached switch by some means, the state repair process will

ventually fix the network so that all relevant switches know the

ost’s new location. Redirection chains also minimize the number

f incorrectly delivered frames without using complicated signal-

ng mechanisms and buffering at switches. 

The DHT signaling mechanism introduces a small overhead in

he network in the form of unicast frames and frame process-

ng on switches. Redirection chains increase this overhead by the

umber of redirection switches, as the default behavior is to sig-

al the location update from each intermediate switch. This can

lso introduce frame reordering and cause the path for the source-

estination pair to be non-optimal for longer periods. 

.7. Transient forwarding loops 

The creation of a transient forwarding loop requires that the

etwork has in-flight DHT signaling frames that contain location

nformation about the mobile host. As Ethernet network end-to-

nd latencies are typically in the micro to milliseconds while typ-

cal handover durations are at least an order of magnitude higher,

here is no practical danger in most network deployments during

ormal operation. 

In our evaluation, we found that the causes for the forward-

ng loops are always timing-related. When a switch in the network

eceives location information about a host in temporally incorrect

rder, there is a possibility that a transient forwarding loop is cre-

ted in the network, relating to that host. The duration of the for-

arding loop is always related to the frequency of outgoing frames

rom the host, because the next outgoing frame will begin the state

epair process in the network. 

Typically, temporally incorrect ordering occurs when a host at-

aches to another switch and emits a frame (which the switch re-

eives) before all in-flight frames related to the location of the host

ave been received in the network. A frame emitted from the new

ocation will begin the state repair process in the network, which

rst signals the DHT server storing the location information of the

ost, and subsequently the old switch of the host that the loca-

ion has changed. If the new location then receives a DHT signaling

rame that indicates that the host is located behind the old switch,

 forwarding loop has been created in the network. 

. Evaluation setup 

Our evaluation concentrates on examining the characteristics of

he network when hundreds of hosts with a high level of mobil-

ty are performing communication tasks, either to each other or to

n external network. Our network topology is modeled to repre-

ent a relatively unstructured wireless access network. We primar-

ly use two different traffic models for hosts to stress the system

n different ways. Our primary traffic model approximates a typical

obile network operator’s view of host communication, i.e., pri-

arily downstream connections to external networks, with heavy
ailed flow lengths and flow initiation frequencies. In addition, we

lso evaluate the network characteristics with a peer-to-peer traf-

c model that can be considered a “worst-case scenario” from the

oint of view of network processing. Finally, to illustrate some of

he underlying mechanisms in the evaluation, we use a simple traf-

c model where each mobile host in the network opens a single

utgoing flow to another randomly selected mobile host. 

The number of hosts and the traffic models, combined with our

obility model allows us to evaluate various characteristics of our

esign and compare the results to a network with RBridges. The

omparison to a network with RBridges can also be seen as a com-

arison between a more general “conventional Ethernet network”

nd our solution. We also intentionally designed our baseline eval-

ation traffic and mobility models to verify the correctness of our

rotocol (e.g., high degree of overall mobility in the network, and

n the case of peer-to-peer traffic model, highly dynamic flows).

ur evaluation concentrates on four different aspects of the net-

ork behavior: 

• control plane traffic in the network, 

• path length of Ethernet frames, normalized to the optimal

paths, 

• the duration of the convergence time in the network after a

mobility event, and 

• the packet loss rate on mobile hosts during testing. 

.1. Evaluation topology 

Fig. 4 presents the topology used throughout our evaluation. It

s a simplified model of the EBONE backbone topology from Rock-

tfuel [37] . We have simplified the actual topological data by com-

ining separate routers located at the same location to a single

ode and combined the link weights accordingly. 

We use a simplified version of the EBONE topology as our test

latform for several reasons. First, we want to validate our claim

hat the design is fully functional in more generalized topologies

han the typical tiered data center model. Secondly, our test topol-

gy is sufficiently complex (i.e., 23 switches, and 38 switch-to-

witch links) that we can easily observe the DHT-specific behaviors

uch as path stretch, which could be difficult to see in smaller or

ore structured topologies. Finally, we wanted a reasonably un-

tructured topology upon which implement our mobility model.

his allows more unpredictable movement of hosts in the network

han in tree or ring-like topologies, which are inherently more

tructured. 
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Table 1 

Evaluation topology character- 

istics. 

Switches Links Hosts 

23 38 400 

Table 2 

Evaluation traffic model characteristics. Values given are approximated 

based on corresponding probability distributions. 

Model Max #flows Flow duration Traffic rate 

Downstream 5 ∗hosts 47 .8 s 100 ms 

Peer-to-peer (hosts − 1) 2 460 ms 12 .5 ms 

Synthetic-cvg hosts 120 s 100 ms 

Synthetic-intr hosts to 5 ∗hosts 120 s 5 s/10 ms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Evaluation mobility model. 

Model Distribution Parameters 

Baseline Lognormal μ = 0 . 853 , σ = 1 . 78 
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On the switches, the SPF algorithm used by IS-IS builds a 22-

link minimum spanning tree for frame forwarding to each other

switch in the network. In addition, a single minimum spanning

tree is selected as the multicast forwarding tree in the network. As

we are not interested in the capacity or the throughput of the net-

work as a whole, we have not modeled specific bandwidth charac-

teristics for the virtual links. 

We use the Linux network emulator (netem) [38] to introduce

a fixed one-millisecond delay on each switch-to-switch link in the

topology. While the delay would be exceedingly high in real-world

scenarios for most fixed line Ethernet links, it gives us a lower

bound time in the network between the two end points of an Eth-

ernet frame. 

Finally, we use a network simulator to emulate 400 hosts in

the network, initially distributed equally between all 23 switches

in the network. Each host is emulated with a full network stack,

including the link layer. The emulated hosts generate real-time

Ethernet traffic directly into the network that the switches for-

ward. Table 1 summarizes the basic characteristics of our evalu-

ation topology. 

6.2. Traffic model 

We use two separate traffic models to analyze various network

characteristics when hosts are mobile. In addition, we use addi-

tional “synthetic” traffic models to illustrate some characteristics

of the network. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of traffic

models we use in our experimental evaluation. In the table, the

maximum number of flows refers to the maximum potential com-

municating pairs, the flow duration describes the mean duration

of individual flows, and the traffic rate describes the mean rate of

frames emitted in an individual flow. If the traffic rate is not sym-

metric, the first value indicates the upstream traffic rate, and the

latter the downstream traffic rate. 

The first traffic model is loosely based on a week-long dataset

during January 2012, from a European mobile operator. The dataset

is filtered to only contain HTTP flows, which are analyzed for two

separate metrics: flow duration and flow frequency on a host basis.

We use the (pseudo-anonymized) source IP address of the flow to

uniquely identify hosts. The resulting traffic model should roughly

estimate the network effect of mobility on user data in a typi-

cal cellular access network, where hosts connect to the Internet at

large through specific gateways in the network but have little or no

direct communication between each other. We refer to this traffic

model as a “downstream traffic model” throughout the evaluation. 

The second traffic model is based on the work done in our

previous paper [15] to observe various characteristics in the net-

work when hosts are not mobile and communicate using a peer-

to-peer-like traffic pattern. This traffic model can be construed as
 worst-case behavior for an Ethernet network with mobile hosts,

s frequent location updates are required in the network to prevent

he blackholing of forwarded frames for extended periods of time.

ore concretely, the peer-to-peer traffic model generates “work”

or each mobile host at random intervals. Each work item creates

idirectional flows to a number of random mobile hosts in the net-

ork. 

Finally, in our first synthetic traffic model, each host opens a

ingle outgoing flow to another randomly selected host in the net-

ork. The duration of the flow is set to the length of the test.

dditionally, the host sends packets on that flow at fixed-length

ntervals (100 ms). This traffic model is used to illustrate the dif-

erences in network convergence characteristics between RBridges

nd DBridges. 

In our second synthetic traffic model, each mobile host creates

ne or more flows to one or more static hosts in the network. The

tatic hosts send frames to the mobile host every 10 ms, while the

obile host sends an upstream frame every 5 s on each flow. This

raffic model is used to highlight connection interruption charac-

eristics in terms of lost frames from the perspective of the mobile

ost. 

.3. Mobility model 

Our mobility model is based on real-world data from the Ne-

radar project [39] . The Netradar project allows users to mea-

ure their Internet connection quality by installing a measurement

lient to their mobile devices. Each measurement run tests the

andwidth and latency of the connection and collects informa-

ion such as the network and GPS location of the user during

he test. The measurement client also supports “passive measure-

ents” that are run in the background. 

We use a data set containing approximately 28,0 0 0 active mea-

urements from a period from August 2013 to the end of Septem-

er 2013 from the Android measurement client. From each mea-

urement, we analyze the network changes of the user and extract

he interval of the changes, where the network technology (e.g.,

MTS) remains identical. After extensive filtering, we are left with

oughly 1500 network change intervals, which we use to build a

istribution for the handover frequency rate. The handover fre-

uency data indicates that the typical handover frequency in our

est area is heavy tailed. Based on a maximum likelihood estima-

ion on our filtered handover frequency data, we conclude that a

ognormal distribution with μ = 0 . 853 , σ = 1 . 78 parameters (also

resented in Table 3 ) will roughly model the frequency distribu-

ion and act as a baseline distribution for our evaluation. 

We combine the handover frequency distribution with a mo-

ility model that is topology-aware, i.e., the hosts are allowed to

ove between switches that are direct neighbors of each other.

his should roughly model a situation where users with mobile de-

ices move around in a network that contains the base stations (or

ccess points) of a mobile network in a given area. 

Furthermore, to evaluate the network effect of mobility, we also

se external and host-based signaling to trigger the location up-

ates in the network during the evaluation. The two types of sig-

aling have significant ramifications for the end-host service in the

etwork and the various characteristics we analyze in our evalua-

ion. 
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Fig. 5. Virtualized test environment architecture. 
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External signaling uses an ARP announcement (i.e., a gratuitous

RP request) emitted directly after a mobility event to indicate the

ocation change to the network. This type of behavior is found in

any virtualized services that support migration of virtual ma-

hines from one physical server to another. On a more general

evel, any external signaling mechanism (e.g., 802.1X or DHCP) that

llows switches to register the attachment of a host would also

ork. In networks with conventional switches, an ARP announce-

ent will update all MAC learning tables nearly simultaneously,

hus minimizing the service disruption period for the end host. 

Host-based signaling uses the host’s own frames to trigger lo-

ation updates in the network. As the Ethernet network has no

nowledge that a host has moved before it emits a frame, this

ethod of signaling may have significant service disruption, di-

ectly proportional to the frame emit frequency of the host. Fur-

hermore, the types of the frames a host emits after a mobility

vent has a significant effect on the service disruption. Emitted

nicast frames will only repair the location information on the

ath to the destination host, while broadcast frames (typically ARP

equests or announcements) repair the network identically with

he external signaling mechanism. 

.4. Evaluation environment 

Our evaluation environment generates real-time traffic flows in-

ide a virtualized network. The network traffic is generated using

he real-time model of Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) [40] that emu-

ates the mobile hosts in the network. The virtual network is real-

zed through several minimalistic virtual machines run on a single

erver. Each of the virtual machines acts as a single forwarding de-

ice (i.e., a switch) in our test topology. 

Fig. 5 presents the test environment architecture on a high

evel. The virtual machine instances (guest) use a minimalistic

inux distribution (OpenWRT [41] ) to run our switching software.

he guests export a tap device in the host operating system for

ach virtual network interface card (vif). The two devices are con-

ected by the emulation server using a Linux bridge component

o create a point-to-point link between two guests. The tap de-

ices on the edges of the virtual network are not connected to an-

ther guest. The ns-3 simulator uses the edge devices as connec-

ion points to the virtual network created by the guests. Each edge

ap device can support multiple ns-3 hosts because MAC addresses

or the packets emitted by ns-3 can be spoofed. To the virtual net-
ork, this presents itself as a single port with multiple hosts be-

ind it. 

We use the click modular router (Click) [42] to implement the

orwarding plane due to its easy extendibility and flexibility. Click

outers are built from elements that are connected together to cre-

te a directed acyclic graph for packet processing. We have de-

igned and implemented a forwarding plane implementation in

lick for both the standard TRILL protocol as well as our DHT ex-

ensions. The control plane portion of the RBridges base specifi-

ation is available from Oracle in the OpenSolaris project [43] . It

s implemented in Quagga [44] , a freely available multiprotocol

outer suite. We slightly modified the control plane implementa-

ion to function outside of OpenSolaris, and we implemented the

ecessary control plane changes to support our DHT extension. 

The ns-3 process generates flows by creating virtual hosts that

ommunicate with each other through the virtual network. Each

ost implements a full Internet stack and simplistic application

ayer protocols for data exchange on top of UDP or TCP. Hosts are

nitially divided into equally sized groups inside the virtual net-

ork topology. The number of hosts attached to each switch dur-

ng the testing varies based on the mobility model used. As we are

ot interested in the throughput of the network as a whole, our

ows send only small frames as either uniformly random or fixed

ntervals for the duration of the flow. 

. Evaluation results 

We have evaluated our system design through specific test

ases and analyzed the resulting output generated with the topolo-

ies, traffic models, and mobility model described above. To guar-

ntee a level of confidence in our evaluation results, we performed

pecific test cases multiple times using unique pseudo-random

enerator seeds in ns-3. This causes the mobile hosts in the net-

ork to behave differently during each test run, allowing us to

ollect more independent events from the network and to ana-

yze certain aspects of the network behavior using averages instead

f single-run tests where the effect of the pseudo-random number

enerator fully dictates the results (barring the minute timing is-

ues imposed by the virtual machine hypervisor). 

In the following sections, we first go over the effect of mobil-

ty on the signaling load in the network by comparing the amount

f “control traffic” in the network between routing bridges and

Bridges. We also show how the frequency of mobility events in

he network affects the signaling load and analyze the amount of

asted signaling traffic in the network. 

Next, we discuss the effects of mobility on the maximum

onvergence time of the network, again comparing conventional

witching with our system design. We first illustrate the behavior

hrough a simple example, and then analyze a set of more detailed

esults from different traffic models. 

We then analyze the effect of the SEATTLE DHT scheme on the

verage path length of user data frames traversing the network

uring the convergence of the network. We look at both the path

ength of the frames themselves and analyze the length of the redi-

ection chains in the network. 

The evaluation is concluded with an analysis of flow quality

rom the perspective of the mobile host. We evaluate the effect

f host mobility on incoming flows by analyzing connection inter-

uptions in a number of concurrent downstream flows. 

.1. Signaling load on mobility 

The principal benefit of the active location information update

echanism is to eliminate flooding from the Ethernet network by

elaying unknown destination frames through a separate switch

nd by creating a proxy ARP-like system to eliminate broadcast
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Fig. 6. Network event frequency with peer-to-peer traffic model using explicit an- 

nouncements. 

Fig. 7. Network event frequency with peer-to-peer traffic model using host-based 

triggering. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Network event frequency with downstream traffic model using explicit an- 

nouncements. 

Fig. 9. Network event frequency with downstream traffic model using host-based 

triggering. 
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ARP traffic. In our design, the DHT information management is

carried out by a separate signaling protocol. In this section, we

evaluate the overhead our signaling protocol has on the network

(based on the amount of signaling frames emitted) and compare it

to the overhead that flooding causes in networks based on routing

bridges. We also analyze how both versions of switches react when

we alter the rate of mobility events in the network. 

Figs. 6 and 7 present the frequency of various events in a net-

work with peer-to-peer-like traffic model using explicit announce-

ments and host-based triggering of location updates. In the fig-

ures, the ARP requests generated by the hosts as part of the traf-

fic model overshadow most of the explicit ARP announcements in

conjunction with each finished host mobility event. For example,

looking at Fig. 6 , out of the roughly 5400 frames per second of

TRILL encapsulated broadcasting for routing bridges, only 12% (i.e.,

30 a v g _ mobilit y _ e v ent s ∗ 22 links ) are the result of the explicit an-

nouncements. 

DBridges eliminate most of the ARP-based broadcasting in the

network, replacing it with DHT-based signaling. Only a small

amount of broadcasting is necessary at the start of the testing to

bootstrap the DHT. The DHT signaling reaches an average of 630

and 510 frames per second using explicit announcements and host-

based triggering, respectively. Overall, to enable both host service

and mobility support in the network, DBridges use approximately

an order of magnitude less traffic to accomplish identical function-

ality with routing bridges. In summary, the host mobility support

in DBridges plays a small role compared to the benefits of elim-

inating the ARP broadcasting from the network, when the host
raffic matrix resembles a peer-to-peer communication model. In

erms of signaling traffic, if excessive flooding in the network is

ot an issue in the first place, DBridges will not bring any benefits

o host mobility support over passive location information updates.

We also evaluated the signaling load in a network with a

ore typical traffic model. Figs. 8 and 9 show a similar time se-

ies of event frequency in a network where the hosts perform

ownstream data communication with five static hosts in the

etwork. Here, we see a significant reduction of TRILL encapsu-

ated broadcast traffic compared to the peer-to-peer traffic model,

s each mobile host has only five potential hosts it communi-

ates with (i.e., at worst (mobile _ hosts ∗ stat ic _ host s ) ∗ 2 requests

ith downstream, and mobile _ hosts ∗ (mobile _ hosts − 1) with peer-

o-peer traffic models). As a result, we can also see significant dif-

erences between the explicit announcements and host-based trig-

ering methods because half of the overall broadcast traffic is gen-

rated by the explicit announcements. 

We can also see the effect of mobile host ARP cache behavior

n the overall signaling traffic in both figures. As there are fewer

P-to-MAC mappings for each host to discover, the number of ARP

equest frames the hosts send (i.e., the host broadcast in the fig-

res) gradually reduces because increasing number of hosts have

he IP-to-MAC mappings of all the static hosts in the test. Begin-

ing at 120 s, the ARP cache in the mobile hosts will refresh the

apping entries to ensure their validity. 

Comparing the RBridges TRILL encapsulated broadcast and

Bridges DHT signaling traffic using explicit signaling, the one-hop

HT functionality reduces the average traffic amount in the test
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Fig. 10. Network event frequency scaling using downstream traffic model with ex- 

plicit signaling. 
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etwork by approximately 75% over the full duration of the test.

ote that during the first 120 s of the test, the host-originated

RP requests (i.e., ARP requests for new IP-to-MAC mappings) re-

uce to almost zero, as the “host broadcast” curve in the figure

eets the “host mobility” curve. This behavior is also reflected

n the TRILL broadcast traffic routing bridges generate, while the

Bridges-created DHT signaling traffic is independent of the host

ehavior. 

The differences between the systems are more evident with

ost-based triggering. As can be seen from Fig. 9 , the benefit in

ignaling traffic offered by DBridges is significantly reduced as the

est proceeds. Depending on the configuration of the ARP caches

n mobile hosts, the traffic matrix, and the size of the topology,

etworks with routing bridges can actually exhibit less signaling

raffic (i.e., broadcast frames) than DBridges with DHT signaling.

his behavior is caused by the DHT signaling mechanisms associ-

ted with the location information state repair process. DBridges

ill always update the old location on any host-originated Ether-

et frame. Consequently, the repair process will eventually con-

erge all other DBridges in the network to the new location of

he mobile host through additional DHT signaling generated by

he old location. While this can result in overall traffic that ex-

eeds the broadcast traffic generated by hosts, we will also show

n Sections 7.3 and 7.5 that it will improve the quality of service

obile hosts receive in these types of network environments. 

Fig. 10 shows the effect of mobility event frequency on the av-

rage number of network events (e.g., host broadcasting, RBridge

RILL broadcasts, etc.) during the test case. As can be seen from the

gure, both routing bridges and DBridges scale similarly with host

roadcasting when the frequency of mobility events in the network

ncreases. In addition, we see that the number of broadcast TRILL

rames in the network with DBridges does not depend on the num-

er of mobility events in the network, because the broadcasting is

nly used in the beginning of the test when the DHT information

s incomplete. 

Overall, DBridges reduce the average number of signaling-

elated network events by an order of magnitude in the network

n our testing. On the other hand, if we compare the scaling char-

cteristics of the signaling between routing bridges and DBridges,

e can actually see that the relevant signaling traffic (i.e., RBridge

RILL broadcast and DHT signaling) increases more rapidly with

Bridges. In total, an increase of 164% mobility events per second

auses an increase of 85% in broadcasting traffic for routing bridges

nd an increase of 98% in DHT-signaling traffic for DBridges, mak-

ng both scale sublinearly with the number of mobility events per

econd in the network. 
The differences between scaling characteristics can be explained

y the differences in the signaling model. Routing bridges update

he network as a whole through a single broadcast primitive. In

ractical terms, each broadcast frame is replicated onto 22 links

n the test topology. DBridges, on the other hand, use a varying

umber of signaling messages to update the stale location infor-

ation in the network. At minimum, a single signaling message is

ent to the DHT server storing the location information or the old

ocation of the mobile host. The former case occurs when the old

ocation of the mobile host was the DHT server storing the loca-

ion information, and the latter case occurs when the mobile host

ttaches to the DHT server storing the location information. A typ-

cal case sees two signaling messages plus a single additional sig-

aling message to update any switch in the network that tries to

each the mobile host through its old location. More importantly,

s the frequency of mobility events in the network increases, the

eactive update mechanism in DBridges also increases the number

f redirection chains in the network. Redirection chains increase

he number of signaling messages by one for each switch involved

n the chain. Note also that each individual signaling message in

he discussion above in relation to the results in Fig. 10 may repre-

ent multiple network events, as each message travels one or more

inks in the test topology. 

.2. Signaling waste 

Both active and passive location information updating can cre-

te wasted signaling traffic. We define wasted signaling traffic in

erms of host communication patterns. Thus, relevant signaling

raffic updates location information on switches that have directly

ttached hosts communicating with the mobile host. Once the mo-

ile host attaches to another switch, most of the existing location

nformation becomes invalid in the network. Consequently, if the

nformation is updated on a switch that has no directly attached

osts communicating with the mobile host during its attachment

o a remote switch, the signaling traffic is wasted. 

In the majority of traffic matrices, the prolific flooding in net-

orks with passive location information updates creates significant

aste in terms of signaling traffic. Each flooded frame will update

ocation information in all MAC learning tables in the network seg-

ent, regardless of the relevance of the information. As a result,

he amount of waste is directly dependent on the traffic patterns

n the network. 

Active location information updates happen reactively, so they

re only sent to switches with stale location information. Conse-

uently, the signaling traffic is always relevant at that moment

n time, even though timing-related issues may invalidate the lo-

ation information during the traversal of the frame. Typically,

asted signaling traffic can occur due to redirection chains and the

nderpinnings of the Ethernet communication model itself. If the

ost does not emit a frame after it attaches to a new switch and

here are no external signaling mechanisms to detect the attach-

ent, the reactive update mechanism will act as if the host is still

t the old location. 

Fig. 11 presents the amount of signaling frames wasted per mo-

ility event with the downstream traffic model. The largest waste

n terms of signaling traffic occurs with routing bridges using ex-

licit signaling. Out of the 23 switches in our test topology, at most

ve switches (i.e., the switches that have the directly connected

tatic hosts) in the network actually need the updated location in-

ormation, leaving 78% of the delivered frames wasted. We see a

teady step-wise climb from 75% all the way to 100% in the num-

er of frames wasted. Each step approximately matches the per-

entage of switches out of the total number of switches in the net-

ork that can have hosts actively communicating with the mobile

ost when it performs the mobility event. For example, if the mo-
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Fig. 11. Signaling traffic waste per host mobility event in the downstream traffic 

model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Signaling traffic waste per host mobility event in the peer-to-peer traffic 

model. 
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bile host has an open flow to each of the 5 static hosts, the waste

for that mobility event is 78% (i.e., the switches with the 5 static

hosts need the location update, and 18 other switches do not re-

quire the information). 

DBridges waste practically no signaling traffic in the down-

stream traffic model using explicit signaling. Since the explicit sig-

naling updates both the DHT server and the old location almost

instantaneously, a large majority of the DHT signaling messages

are relevant (i.e., updates to switches with stale location informa-

tion). Redirection chains can still occur with explicit signaling since

the location updates are sent reactively. If the interval between a

static and a mobile host communicating spans multiple switches

where the mobile host has been attached, the first hop switch of

the static host will forward the frames to the last known location.

In this case, the length of the redirection chain is the number of

switches visited during the interval, and the number of wasted sig-

naling messages generated is the length of the redirection chain,

minus the current location of the mobile host. 

With host-based triggering, the majority of signaling in the net-

work is relevant in both architectures. Approximately 73% of the

signaling events using routing bridges waste no traffic, and we only

see significant waste in a similar situation with the previous case,

i.e., when a broadcast frame updates the whole network to the

new state but only a small number of switches require the infor-

mation. 

DBridges generate slightly more waste using host-based trigger-

ing compared to explicit signaling. The primary reason for this is

the fact that if a mobile host has previously been active in the net-

work but remains silent after a mobility event, the network will

generate wasted traffic when updating switches with stale infor-

mation. Each signaling frame that updates the location information

in switches during the silent period is wasted, because the infor-

mation points to the old location of the host. 

We have also measured signaling traffic waste with the peer-

to-peer traffic model, presented in Fig. 12 . The overall waste is

significantly different from the downstream traffic model, mostly

because in the peer-to-peer traffic model, mobile hosts communi-

cate with each other. The step-wise trend is still evident, especially

with routing bridges. However, the increase based on the potential

five static hosts in the downstream case has been replaced with a

significantly higher number of steps, which aligns with the num-

ber of switches in our evaluation topology. 

Routing bridges still generate significantly more waste in terms

of signaling traffic. With explicit signaling, each step is in relation

to the number of active hosts communicating with the mobile host

during its attachment to a switch. Thus, the waste can theoreti-

cally vary from 0% (i.e., the mobile host has active flows with other

hosts in the network behind all other switches) to 100% (i.e., no
ctive flows). The difference between explicit announcement and

ost-based triggering is also significantly smaller than with the

ownstream traffic model. For explicit signaling, this effect is a di-

ect result of the number of hosts communicating in the network.

s there are more communicating host pairs in the network at any

iven time, there are also more relevant switches where the loca-

ion information must be updated, causing less waste to be gener-

ted. 

DBridges also create significant waste with the peer-to-peer

raffic model, even when using explicit signaling. The root cause

or the waste is identical with the downstream traffic model (i.e.,

edirection chains). However, due to the number of communicating

osts in the network, the setup creates significantly more redirec-

ion chains than the downstream traffic model. Note that with the

eer-to-peer traffic model using explicit signaling, DBridges still

ave an order of magnitude less signaling waste in the network,

ompared to routing bridges. 

Host-based triggering relies on the mobile hosts to emit frames

fter they have attached to another switch. This is evident with

outing bridges, where the distribution of wasted signaling traf-

c closely follows explicit announcements instead of resembling

he distribution in the downstream traffic model. With routing

ridges, the frame types play a significant part in how many sig-

aling frames are wasted while the mobile host stays attached to

 switch. If it only emits unicast frames, there is very little waste

ecause the majority of those frames are delivered to switches

ith actively communicating peers. However, due to the number

f communicating pairs in the network, the testing sees constant

RP request traffic in the network, as seen in Section 7.1 . A broad-

ast frame makes the mobility event identical with the explicit an-

ouncement mobility events, i.e., the amount of waste is directly

ependent on the number of active flows between hosts behind

ther switches in the network. 

DBridges show a very similar behavior for wasted signaling traf-

c between host-based triggering and explicit announcements. As

entioned in Section 5 , the location information update process in

he network is triggered in the same way, regardless of the frame

ype. Networks with host-based triggering do generate more sig-

aling traffic waste for similar reasons as in the downstream traf-

c model case. The old switch is not informed of the new location

early instantaneously. Until the host emits a frame, the old switch

nforms stale switches of the wrong location (i.e., itself). As an ex-

reme case, the host may also stay completely silent during its at-

achment to a switch, at which point all the signaling traffic relat-

ng to the host is wasted. This can also be seen in the figure as a

ignificant number of mobility events (approximately 15%), where

ll of the signaling traffic is wasted. 
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Fig. 13. Convergence time in the network. 
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Fig. 14. Convergence time of a mobility event with a simplified traffic model. 
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.3. Network convergence after a mobility event 

We can measure and compare the convergence time of a mobil-

ty event with routing bridges and DBridges. We define the conver-

ence time as the duration it takes for the relevant switches to up-

ate to the new location information of the mobile host after the

obility event finishes. Relevant switches are the set of switches

n the network that have directly attached hosts actively commu-

icating with the mobile host when the mobility event occurs. 

Fig. 13 illustrates the convergence time, comprised of several

ntervals. Convergence time for a mobility event consists of one to

hree intervals. First, depending on the signaling method, there is

n interval of time before the mobile host becomes active. With

xplicit signaling, the activity is near instantaneous, and with host-

ased triggering, the interval depends on the frame emit frequency

f the mobile host (host PPS). 

Next, the activity updates a number of switches in the network.

ith explicit signaling, routing bridges are updated throughout the

etwork, and the interval and convergence time can be reduced to

 maximum one-way delay in the network, i.e., when the broad-

ast frame reaches the last switch. With DBridges, the activity al-

ows the first hop switch of the mobile host to update the location

nformation in the DHT server and subsequently in the old location

DHT update). 

With host-based triggering, convergence time with routing

ridges primarily depends on the frame types the host sends. Once

he host emits a broadcast frame, the convergence time is identical

ith explicit signaling; i.e., the frame updates all switches in the

etwork. If the host only sends unicast frames, only the first-hop

outing bridges of the destination hosts are updated. In the end,

he convergence time for routing bridges with no explicit signaling

s at most the MAC table timeouts on the switches. For DBridges,

he frame types are irrelevant, and the first emitted frame after a

obility event will trigger the location information update process

n the network. 

At this point, DBridges have only updated the DHT server and

he old location. Any DBridge that has a directly attached host

ommunicating with the mobile host will still forward frames to

he old location. The final interval in the total convergence time

s governed by the rate of incoming packets from the various

eers communicating with the mobile host. Each frame sent to

he old location will update the location information in the switch

hat sent it; thus the network is converged when the last rele-

ant switch with stale information is updated. Similarly to routing

ridges, the maximum convergence time for DBridges without ex-

licit signaling is at most the MAC table timeout on the switches. 

We begin the evaluation by looking at a simplified traffic model,

here each host opens a single flow at the beginning of the test

o another randomly selected host in the network. The flow stays

ctive for the duration of the test, sending frames to its peer every

00ms and the peer echoing the frame back to the host. In total,

ach mobile host has a single upstream and a single downstream
ow to two randomly selected hosts in the network. We intro-

uce mobility in the network using our default mobility model, de-

cribed in Section 6.3 . Finally, to emulate timing out of stale infor-

ation in MAC tables due to host inactivity, we reduce the MAC ta-

le timeout for location information to 30 s in routing bridges. We

lso similarly reduce the remote host location information timeout

n DBridges to 30 s. 

Fig. 14 presents the convergence time of mobility events. With

he traffic model, we can quantify the intervals in Fig. 13 . The ac-

ivity interval (host PPS) of the host after a mobility event is the

ost frame send interval if we use host-based triggering, i.e., 0–

00 ms. For explicit signaling, the activity interval is zero. 

The other significant part of the convergence time is the inter-

al between mobile host activity and the location update in the

rst-hop switch of the downstream peer (PPS in Fig. 13 ). Rout-

ng bridges rely on packets sent by the mobile host to update its

ocation on switches, resulting in an additional delay of 0–30 s.

Bridges rely on the frames sent by the mobile host to initiate a

ocation update in the whole network, resulting in an additional

elay of only 0–100 ms (based on the downstream peer frame

end interval). 

.3.1. Routing bridges 

Routing bridges using explicit signaling converge very quickly,

s the broadcasted ARP announcement reaches each switch in the

etwork in a few milliseconds. The convergence time is directly

ependent on the number of hops the broadcast frame travels

n the network, and the processing delays in each intermediate

witch. Over 99% of the mobility events converge within 30ms. The

est can be accounted to various timing issues and processing de-

ays on the virtual machines during the testing. 

The convergence time for a mobility event with host-based trig-

ering is split into two independent phases divided by an inflection

oint in the curve. The mobile host frame emit interval adds (1) a

niform delay of up to 100 milliseconds to the convergence time.

s can be seen from the figure, approximately 65% of the mobility

vents converge within this interval. In practice, this first 100 ms

f convergence events consist of three separate cases. 

In the best case, if the downstream and upstream peers of the

obile host are attached to the same switch, any frame sent will

pdate location information in a shared switch. The location infor-

ation update in the shared switch enables the downstream peer

o send frames to the mobile host. In addition, it is also possible

hat the downstream peer of the mobile host is attached to the

ame switch as the mobile host. In this case, a frame emitted to

he upstream peer of the mobile host will update the local switch

rst, allowing the downstream peer to correctly send frames to the

obile host. Finally, due to the mobility model, it is possible that

he downstream peer of the mobile host attaches to a switch that
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Fig. 15. Redirection chain length of active flows after host mobility event. 
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has up-to-date location information for the mobile host in its MAC

learning database. This event may occur at any point after a mo-

bility event, including the first 100 ms. 

At the extreme (2) , the convergence time is the MAC learn-

ing table timeout in the switches (i.e., 30 s). Here, the switch

where the downstream peer of the mobile host is attached has

not received a frame from the mobile host in the last 30 s. The

next frame the downstream peer sends is flooded to the network,

reaching the mobile host. The mobile host subsequently replies to

the flooded frame, updating the location information on the first

hop switch of the downstream peer. 

Finally, after the inflection point in the curve, the events (3)

converge anywhere between 100 ms and 30 s. These events cor-

respond to a behavior where the downstream peer of the mobile

host randomly attaches to a switch that has up-to-date location

information for the mobile host. The state of the information is a

result of receiving a frame from the mobile host. That frame may

have been sent either during the current attachment of the mobile

host or during any of the past attachments to the same switch in

the last 30 s. 

7.3.2. DBridges 

We can see that the convergence behavior of flows is very sim-

ilar between the two signaling models when the network is fully

deployed with DBridges. As described earlier, the convergence time

for DBridges consists of two independent phases. 

First, the location information update process begins when the

mobile host emits a frame at its new location. In our simplified

test case, this occurs immediately with explicit signaling, and be-

tween 0 and 100 ms with host-based triggering. Next, the time is

increased by the link and processing latency of the DHT signaling

when the new location of the mobile host updates the DHT server

of the location and the subsequent signaling of the new location

information to the old location of the mobile host. This adds a few

milliseconds of delay to the convergence time. Once the old loca-

tion is updated, the convergence time increased in proportion to

the send interval of the incoming flow peer of the mobile host. For

both signaling models, this interval is also 0–100 ms in our simpli-

fied test case. Finally, the convergence time is increased by a few

milliseconds as the old location informs the switch of the incom-

ing flow peer that its location information is stale. 

In total, the maximum convergence time for DBridges is roughly

115 ms with explicit signaling (i.e., a maximum incoming flow peer

send interval of 100 ms, plus 15 ms of link latency and processing

delay) and roughly 215 ms using host-based triggering. The only

difference between the signaling models is that host-based trig-

gering adds an additional maximum of 100 ms of time to the total

convergence time. However, there are very rare cases with both

models where the signaling frame reordering causes the conver-

gence time to increase to up to five seconds. 

In rare cases, when redirection chains are created to forward

the frame towards its current location and multiple switches sig-

nal their intermediate location information to the switch that orig-

inated the frame, two signaling frames can get reordered in the

network due to shortest-path forwarding. In this case, the switch

that hosted the stale location information will not end up with the

current location of the destination host when the redirection pro-

cess is finished. It will continue sending frames to a wrong switch

that will continue redirecting them towards the correct destination

switch. To throttle DHT-related signaling in the network, there is a

5-s threshold value in DHT signaling updates to switches that re-

late to redirection. End-host service is not disrupted during this

period, but rather the frames are traversing a non-optimal path in

the network for a longer period of time. 
.4. Effect of redirection on path length 

Frame redirection occurs when a host attaches from one switch

o another and emits any frame that begins the state repair pro-

ess in the network. Initially, the old switch is updated with the

ew location, which then reactively propagates this information to

ther switches in the network, which try to reach the mobile host

hrough the old switch. As hosts move around in the network, the

etwork may be in a state where multiple redirections are required

o deliver the Ethernet frame to the mobile host. 

We evaluate several things in this section that relate to the

tate repair process in the network. First, we show how the path

ength of host Ethernet frames changes with frame redirection

uring the convergence period in the network after a host at-

aches to a new switch. Path lengths are normalized to the optimal

ath length for each source—destination switch pair. Optimal path

ength is determined by the SPF trees built for each switch. Next,

e look at the effect of mobility on the network by analyzing the

umber and length of redirection chains in the network. 

Table 4 presents the normalized path length of Ethernet frames

eceived by the mobile host while the network has not yet con-

erged to the new location information. As we see from the ta-

le, the distribution of normalized path lengths between the traf-

c models (i.e., peer-to-peer and downstream) is nearly identical,

s the path lengths are principally affected by the diameter of the

opology. 

Compared to routing bridges, DBridges typically introduce ap-

roximately half a hop of extra path to the frames traversing the

etwork. However this increase is only relevant when the switch

hat encapsulated the Ethernet frame has stale location informa-

ion for the mobile host. Also note that in terms of number of

ops, DBridges may in some rare cases, depending on the topology

nd the SPF trees, forward traffic in a way that actually reduces the

umber of physical hops traversed in the network. In our evalua-

ion, an extra half hop introduces approximately 500 μ s of latency

o the frame delivery, compared to routing bridges. 

We also measured the length of redirection chains in the net-

ork caused by host mobility. Fig. 15 shows redirection chain

engths in our topology, with both traffic models and signaling

chemes. The overwhelming majority (over 87%) of host mobility

vents cause no redirection chains in the network, regardless of

he traffic model or signaling scheme used. 

The differences in the number of redirection chains between

he traffic models are explained by the difference in communica-

ion patterns. Hosts using the peer-to-peer model may communi-

ate with a larger number of hosts in the network at any given

ime, generating a significantly higher number of active flows. Each

ctive flow after a mobility event (i.e., after either initiator or

he destination moves) causes a redirection event in the network.
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Table 4 

Normalized path length of Ethernet frames during convergence in a fully deployed 

DBridge network. 

Traffic model Min 10th Pct. Median/mean 90th Pct. Max 

Peer-to-peer explicit 0 .67 1 1 .5/1.68 3 12 

Downstream explicit 0 .67 1 1 .5/1.73 3 6 

Peer-to-peer host-based 0 .67 1 1 .5/1.72 3 13 

Downstream host-based 0 .67 1 1 .5/1.74 3 9 
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Fig. 16. Mobile-host connection interruption time per mobility event using down- 

stream traffic. 
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his increases the probability that a redirection chain is created if

he destination switch of the mobility event has stale information.

ith the downstream traffic model, each mobile host has only five

eparate switches (i.e., the static servers each mobile host creates

andom flows to) that require redirection after the mobile host at-

aches to a new switch. 

There are also differences between the two signaling schemes

e use to trigger location information updating in the network.

xplicit signaling generates both more frequent updates in the net-

ork and also more numerous redirection chains. This is a direct

esult of the signaling model. If the mobile host remains silent

hile attached to a switch, the potential redirection chain that the

obile host can generate in the network is shortened by one, as

he chain will have skipped the switch that never received a frame

rom the mobile host during its attachment. In addition, silent

osts reduce the number of location updates in the network, thus

educing the amount of zero-length redirection chains. 

.5. Flow connection interruptions for mobile hosts 

Mobility in conventional Ethernet networks is a best-effort ser-

ice. Without explicit handover protocols to orchestrate the pro-

ess, the network can lose packets when the mobile host switches

rom one location to another. For the applications running on the

obile host, this presents itself as data loss or delays in data de-

ivery. The more rapidly the network can update the location infor-

ation in the network, the shorter the service disruption is. 

We evaluate host connection interruption by creating down-

tream flows from each mobile host to a static host in the net-

ork that emits packets at fixed 10-millisecond intervals using

DP, mimicking a streaming service. At the mobile hosts, we mea-

ure the packet inter-arrival rate as they move in the network and

ormalize the results to the packet send frequency (i.e., a value of

 or less indicates that no connection interruption was detected

uring the mobility event). The mobile hosts also send upstream

ackets to the static host at 5-s intervals, selected based on the

TP [45] fixed minimum interval value for transmission of control

ackets. 

Fig. 16 presents the connection interruption time the applica-

ion stack of the mobile host sees after a mobility event. In a sim-

le scenario where each mobile host is connected only to a single

ost at a time, both systems are seeing identical connection inter-

uption times in the respective signaling models. 

With explicit signaling, routing bridges will update to the new

ocation based on the one-way delay to the respective static host

he mobile host is communicating with. Over 99% of the mobility

vents cause a connection interruption no longer than 20 ms (i.e.,

 units of 10 ms), regardless of the system used. DBridges, on the

ther hand, update the old location of the mobile host, incurring a

one-way delay”, first from the new location to the DHT server and

hen from the server to the old location. In practice, the connection

nterruption time with DBridges is identical with routing bridges,

s the location update process finishes within a similar time as the

ne-way delay of the ARP request propagation in the network. 

Note that with both systems, we also see a very small fraction

f connection interruptions, where the normalized time is approx-
mately 100 units (i.e., one second of real time in our evaluation).

his is related to ARP functionality in ns-3, when the initial con-

ection to the static host is created. If the mobile host initiates the

onnection right before a mobility event, it is possible to send the

RP request (either broadcast, or unicast in the case of DBridges),

nd get the reply to the old location of the mobile host. As a re-

ult, the mobile host is unable to resolve the IP-to-MAC mapping

f the static host it is connecting to, causing the ns-3 instance to

end another ARP request to the network one second after the ini-

ial request is sent. 

There are also no differences between the behavior of routing

ridges and DBridges when using host-based signaling to trigger

ocation changes in the network. In both cases, the connection in-

erruption time is dictated by the mobility model and the fixed

pstream packets sent every 500 normalized units. Note that the

inimum mobility interval in this evaluation is set to one sec-

nd, which shows as a small inflection point at the normalized

ime value of 100. The mean connection interruption time for host-

ased triggering is approximately 270 units, consisting of the mean

pstream packet interval (i.e., 250 units), a one-way delay to the

tatic host in the network (approximately one unit), the mean of

he static host packet send interval (half an unit), and finally a one-

ay delay back to the mobile host (approximately one unit). 

Fig. 17 presents a similar evaluation, where the number of flows

rom each mobile host is increased to 3 and 5. In the test, each

obile host connects to three randomly selected or all static hosts

n the network. Each flow replicates the test conditions of the one-

ow case, including the five-second upstream send interval, and

ses host-based signaling to trigger the location update in the net-

ork. In the figure, we denote the one-flow case as the “baseline”

nd compare the connection interruption time of all flows from the

obile hosts with three and five concurrent flows. 

Routing bridges only see a nominal benefit from the increased

ow counts because they only update location information based

n received Ethernet frames. This leads to a situation where mo-

ile hosts individually repair each flow after mobility event when

he upstream packet is sent. Note that since the minimum mobil-

ty event interval can be as short as one second (100 normalized
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Fig. 17. Connection interruption time as a function of flows, using host-based trig- 

gering. 
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units), hosts can have several mobility events between each up-

stream packet sent. As there is no broadcast traffic after the initial

flow creation, increasing the number of flows by establishing them

to different static hosts in the network does not significantly im-

prove the connection interruption times of the independent flows. 

DBridges, and more generally the one-hop DHT mechanism in

SEATTLE are designed so that any emitted frame from a host will

begin the location update process in the network, regardless of the

frame type. As a result, we see a direct reduction of connection

interruption time when the mobile hosts use three and five sep-

arate flows to different static hosts in the network. An upstream

frame emitted from the mobile host will begin a location update

process in the network and update all stale location information

in the first hop DBridges of the static hosts. Additionally, the con-

nection interruption time for our solution is also significantly more

uniform, typically repairing all the flows after mobile host activity

in a few milliseconds. 

The nominal improvement is a result of an increased probabil-

ity for the sent frame to update the location information in two

switches that have attached static hosts. When a mobile host sends

a frame to a static host in the network and the first hop switch

is shared by both the mobile host and another static host with a

flow to the mobile host, the single sent frame updates two relevant

switches. As more flows are created, the probability that the host

is active after a mobility event and the probability that the mobile

host happens to attach to a switch with a static host is increased. 

8. Conclusions 

We have presented an extensive evaluation of link layer mobil-

ity in Ethernet through comparison between conventional Ether-

net behavior (i.e., routing bridges) and our DBridges proposal. To

our knowledge, this is the first extensive evaluation of the effect

of mobility in Ethernet networks, both from the perspective of the

switches and the mobile hosts. 

While Ethernet, without any explicit handover support, remains

a best-effort service with regards to mobility, there is still the

question of the efficiency and quality of service for the two typ-

ical signaling cases to handle mobility on the link layer (i.e., ex-

plicit signaling after mobility or host-based triggering). We show

that a location-aware solution such as DBridges in most cases be-

haves significantly more efficiently than conventional Ethernet, and

at worst is on par with it. In addition, we also show that DBridges

can bring real benefits to end-hosts in the network at the cost of

potentially incurring more mobility-related signaling in the net-

work when compared to standard Ethernet. With host-based sig-

naling, standard Ethernet networks may exhibit long periods of

user data blackholing due to invalid location information in the
etwork. Conversely, DBridges allow the whole network to con-

erge to the current location of the end-host as long as the end-

ost emits a single Ethernet frame to the network. 

Mobility without explicit handover signaling brings a host of is-

ues into play (such as transient forwarding loops), typically re-

ated to the timing of events inside the Ethernet network. We ra-

ionalize and show through our evaluation that while these prob-

ems exist in DBridges, they are exceedingly rare and are mitigated

y either the RBridges base specification (through a hop count), by

he design of DBridges, or due to practicalities of the network. 

We conclude that while the SEATTLE one-hop DHT scheme (and

ore generally, a system that explicitly tracks location updates in

he Ethernet network) is not primarily designed to support host

obility, it is well-suited for it. We can improve the quality of ser-

ice for most mobile hosts in the network while simultaneously re-

aining the improved scalability characteristics of the scheme. Fur-

hermore, the improved scalability characteristics reduce both the

mount of signaling in the network, and improves its efficiency.

he efficiency also directly translates to less end-host processing in

etworks where explicit signaling via ARP announcements is used.
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